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ART INFLUENCER



TAKASHI 
MURAKAMI 
- From Itabashi City, Tokyo, Japan
- He does contemporary art, 

superflat, and pop art

Murakami as a person and his artwork 
inspires me. His artwork brings me 
joy and is my type of style. His art 
is very unique and crazy. 



Murakami’s Work



Murakami’s brand collabs

VANS Hello Kitty/Sanrio Louis Vuitton
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MY FAKE



Making art to spread happiness to the world, Sara, has 

made different types of art. From contemporary art, 

superflat, and pop art. Sara is a Filipino artist who 

is inspired by Takashi Murakami and brought his ideas 

of art and created her own. Sara means happiness and 

pure in Japanese. Sara loves all the different types 

of bright colors that represents happiness and love. 

She uses her personality and puts it into her art to 

make it even more unique. 

SARA
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EXHIBITION 
ARTWORK



THE VENUE: US 
PAVILION VENICE 
BIENNALE
The viewers will be rotating around 
the building to see my art. Once 
the viewer enters the room my art 
is in, they’ll be hearing music, 
kpop and jpop to express that I’m 
open to different things and they 
can listen to something that I 
listen to when I work. My work is 
all about fun.

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0Ynm2vHF3
mGdrKns36tGlk?si=ccf6ec60dbcb4e62

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0Ynm2vHF3mGdrKns36tGlk?si=ccf6ec60dbcb4e62
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0Ynm2vHF3mGdrKns36tGlk?si=ccf6ec60dbcb4e62


Beary LGBTQ+
The flowers surrounding the bear 
(represents California) has different 
LGBT flags. Gay, Bisexual, 
Non-Binary, Transgender, Lesbian, and 
Pansexual.

Made by Kirsten L
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MERCH



MY MASK
Since Covid is here, everyone is 
going to have to wear a mask or 
want a mask. My masks shows 
craziness and full of color. 
Following the trends that people 
love nowadays.

Made by Kirsten L
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BEST IN SHOW



Messy K-POP
I’m very proud of this work I’ve did. 
This piece had many trial and error 
in it, until my mind clicked and made 
this masterpiece.
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THE END
exhibition plan

Takashi Murakami Biography

Links/Sources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n_FKWe277zmsk3VjItOe4ngdwB2eLHygOGSVMBQOjco/edit
https://gagosian.com/artists/takashi-murakami/

